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Introduction 
Section I 

 
Publicly financed stadium deals have soared to total over 100 instances on more than $30 

billion over the past 20 years. Each year the American government spends half as much money 
on these PPP’s as it does on potential natural disaster relief, three times as much as it does on 
service member education benefits, and over ten times as much as it does on reading for 
disadvantaged elementary and secondary school students.1 The thing is, these deals do not make 
returns on their investments, at least economically, and as a result public opinion has grown 
increasingly hostile toward these deals. Secondly, though, stadiums are about more than just 
economics. They are about sports, entertainment, and civic pride. Legislators balance finances 
with emotion, personal conviction with broader consensus, and more often than not, they find 
themselves voting yes for a new ballpark.  
 This paper explores the undercurrents below today’s record-high rate of stadium 
construction by focusing on Minnesota’s H.F. 2480 bill. After pushing for a decade, the 
Minnesota Twins landed approval for a new ballpark on May 26, 2006, ultimately putting 
taxpayers on the hook for 81% of its $555 million capital and hidden costs.2 These were the same 
taxpayers, no less, who were strongly against a publicly financed stadiums, according to polls.3 
 The following research, using three hypotheses as guideposts, investigates why the 
Minnesota legislature agreed to fund Target Field. The first hypothesis revolves around the 
strength of stadium proponents–both teams and local leaders–in influencing politicians’ stance 
on a new ballpark. Another explanation suggests that regardless of the strength of outside 
influence, politicians voted the way they did due to the confines, as well as opportunities, of the 
formal political structure. Finally, a third consideration is whether specific leaders made 
unwavering pushes that both kept a stadium debate alive and garnered the necessary supporting 
votes to win the day. 
  In determining which had the most significant effect, however, the paper begins with 
leading theories on the processes–rather than results–that are present in stadium deals across the 
country, shining a light on numerous urban politics and sports scholars’ work in the Literature 
Review. The Case and Evidence sections, through the three hypotheses, turn to and analyze the 
specific events that unfolded leading up H.F. 2480 and the evidence supporting these hypotheses. 
Finally, the paper concludes that the strength of outside influence–specifically on the part of the 
Twins organization, the media, businesses, and union allies–was the decisive factor in the 
approval of Target Field. 

 
																																																								

1 Long, Public/Private Partnerships for Major League Sports Facilities,179; “Taking Apart the Federal 
Government,” Washington Post http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/politics/budget-2010/ (accessed 
February 25, 2015); U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. Volume III: Benefits and Burial Programs and 
Departmental Administration, Congressional Submission, FY 2015. 
http://www.va.gov/budget/docs/summary/Fy2015VolumeIIIBenefitsBurialProgramsAndDeptmentalAdministration.
pdf (accessed February 25, 2015); U.S Department of Education. Fiscal Year 2011 Congressional Action. June 3, 
2011. 

2 Steve Berg, Target Field: The New Home of the Minnesota Twins (Minneapolis, MN: MVP  
Books, 2010) 67; Long, Public/Private Partnerships for Major League Sports Facilities, 110. 
 3 deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private 
Profit, 228; Kaszuba, Mike, “Minnesota Poll: Most oppose new Vikings stadium,” Star Tribune, October 25, 2012. 
http://www.startribune.com/politics/105646548.html (accessed April 8, 2015) 
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Literature Review 
Section II 

 
 Much of the existing literature on stadium subsidies considers either a pile of evidence on 
how sports stadiums do not deliver the economic benefits cities and teams claim they will, or 
theories of urban power and the related strength of interest groups.4 The following research 
considers these theories on power as a first hypothesis, but it also acknowledges that the strength 
of outside influence can only go so far. Thus, this paper explores the accountability of political 
structures and the execution by political proponents as second and third hypotheses. 
 
Strong Coalition of Non-Governmental Proponents 
 
 It makes sense to attribute why legislators support a stadium proposal to the influence of 
outside proponents, like team owners, local business interests, media elites, and interest groups. 
These groups all retain significant money, and by extension, significant influence. According to 
Foreman, there are six leading theories on urban power structures that all share the same basic 
premise: business executives, media elites, and sports teams actively shape public policy on 
stadium subsidies.5 Delaney and Eckstein believe business executives and media elites are 
effective proponents because they share the common goal of economic development with 
politicians, because they have forged relationships with politicians over their tenure in cities, and 
because their economic success gives them credibility pushing for stadiums as civic economic 
tools.6 As evidence of this influence, Delaney, Eckstein, Stone, and Danielson point to the large 
number of publicly financed sports stadiums situated in downtowns, where real estate prices are 
higher and thus more burdensome on governments than in suburbs.7 They claim that businesses 
benefit from downtown stadiums because their own land prices increase and stadiums serve as 
nearby entertainment venues for prospective clients. Media, Trumpbour stresses, are much more 
likely to employ a pro-stadium spin and even fund a stadium campaign because having a team in 
town sells more papers and gives the service more prestige. 8 According to deMause and Cagan, 
the third actor, the team, builds relationships with potential hometown officials over the years, 
funds political campaigns depending on stadium voting, utilizes “hardball negotiating tactics” 9 
with help from Major League Baseball, brings famous ballplayers to committee sessions to woo 
policymakers, and puts pressure on local government by exploring other cities as potential 
suitors.10 
 
Accountable Political Structure 
																																																								

4 Ross D. Weiner, “Financing Techniques and Stadium Subsidies in the United States,” Journal of Urban 
Technology, Vol, 11, No. 2 (2004): 41-59.  

5 Sean Daniel Foreman, “The Politics of Professional Facility Subsidies in Florida,” diss., Florida 
International U, 2003, 9-21. 

6 Kevin J. Delaney, Rick Eckstein, Public Dollars, Private Stadiums: The Battle Over Building Sports 
Stadiums (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2003) 186-194; Michael N. Danielson, Home Team: 
Professional Sports and the American Metropolis (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1997) 258-262. 

7 Delaney, Public Dollars, Private Stadiums: The Battle Over Building Sports Stadiums, 186-194. 
8 Robert Tumpbour, The New Cathedrals: Politics and Media in the History of Stadium Construction 

(Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2007) 59-65. 
9 deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private 

Profit, 269. 
10 Ibid., 269, 300. 
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 Formal political structures vary from city to city, and they can either reject or feed into 
the influence from business, media, and the team. In some local governments, Foreman says, 
there is a heavy concentration of elected officials who make decisions on stadium subsidies, 
while in other instances, a government with a greater proportion of appointed officials is less 
likely to cave into the pressure from outside groups.11 DeMause, Cagan, Mason, and Buist also 
assert that certain political structures centralize power in a local official–usually a mayor–more 
than others, thus enhancing outsiders’ influence when they have ties to the figure and hurting 
their cause when they stand on the opposite side of a debate as the figure.12 

Keiser and Long write about the importance of formal political structure less so regarding 
who holds what power and more so about the public policy options it creates.13 In comparing two 
case studies, Keiser concludes–as a “caveat to [outsider-favoring] Regime Theory”14–that 
whether the policy option of a referendum is on the table most appropriately explains whether a 
stadium proposal will get shot down. He also adds that the more power a state has relative to the 
municipality that would bear the stadium, the more likely for there to exist polarization between 
local voting and state voting on how many people will be affected by a stadium tax hike.15 
Finally, Long adds that political structure affects whether governments can shift their 
shouldering of a stadium from direct taxes to hidden subsidies, which are more palatable among 
voters, who do not hear about or understand these increasingly complex nuances. While the 
media tells the public that in stadium PPP’s, teams fund 49 percent of construction costs, it 
leaves out who pays the non-construction costs that are as fundamental to a new stadium as the 
plasma televisions and outfield fence. In fact, according to Long, an urban planner who develops 
her own financial model to back up her claims, cities fund 78% of these PPP’s, with 40% of a 
new stadium’s costs coming form free land, negligible rent, subsidized property taxes, ticket 
guarantees, and other hidden costs.16 
 Finally, Weir adds that a political structure affects the strength of community-based 
organizations, dictating whether cities are elite-dominated, patronage-based, or inclusive. 
Though these obstacles can be overcome, as the next section argues, a highly stratified system 
can make blocking a stadium bill almost impossible for community-based organizations. 17 
 
Execution by Political Proponents 
 
 Even when sports teams and businesses influence powerful government leaders, a 
political majority in favor of a new stadium must be formed. Mason and Buist write that 

																																																								
11 Foreman, “The Politics of Professional Facility Subsidies in Florida,” 46-49, 53. 
12 deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private 

Profit, 252; Mason, Buist, ‘“Domed’ to Fail? Diverging Stakeholder Interests in a Stadium Referendum,” 1156. 
13 Richard Keiser, “A Slingshot for the Urban David: How Local Referenda Provide Pluralist 

Representation in Sports Stadium Policy,” Conference Papers – Midwestern Political Science Association 1 (2009), 
47-49; Long, Public/Private Partnerships for Major League Sports Facilities, 92-107. 

14 Richard Keiser, “A Slingshot for the Urban David: How Local Referenda Provide Pluralist 
Representation in Sports Stadium Policy,” 9. 

15 Ibid., 9, 47-49. 
16 Long, Public/Private Partnerships for Major League Sports Facilities, 92-107. 
17 Margaret Weir, “Power, Money, and Politics in Community Development,” A National Study of Urban 

Community Development Corporations, Eds. Ronald F. Ferguson and William T. Dickens, Washington: Brookings 
Institution Press, 1999,178-182.  
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 “prominent state officials can have a significant impact on the local political agenda,” 18 and the 
scholars provide counterfactual evidence in demonstrating why a 1984 Cleveland ballpark 
proposal failed but a 1990 proposal succeeded.19 Rather than structurally derived power playing 
a decisive role in persuasion, though, Mason, Buist, deMause, and Cagan argue that personality, 
rhetoric, and persistence can also determine how well politicians influence other politicians.20 
 Finally, Friedman, Mason, and Buist stress that how politicians time a vote can determine 
whether a bill will pass. Disagreements between political leaders, recently enacted law or Major 
League Baseball rule reforms, or simultaneous laws on a legislature floor may sway political 
support.21 According to Buist and Mason, a leader who has strongly supported a non-stadium tax 
increase is more likely to resist supporting a second tax increase, for a new stadium, if the two 
proposals are being proposed at a similar time.22 

In the subsequent sections, I will examine the specific context of the stadium bill in 
Minnesota and determine if its passing was due most to the strength of the coalition of non-
governmental proponents, the accountability of the political structure, or the execution by 
political proponents. 

 
Case Study 
Section III 

 
Though ending in 2006, the road to a successful Twins stadium bill began in the early 

1990s. Then, fairly new owner Carl Pohlad stressed that the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome 
was not economically viable, and in 1996 he conducted secret negotiations with Minnesota 
governor Arne Carlson for a publicly financed stadium.23 Setting a trend of costly mistakes, the 
Twins could not keep the deal quiet, and in 1997 the team lost public and legislative trust when 
constituents learned about the impending deal. From 1998 to 2004, Twins Inc. President Jerry 
Bell played many cards to win a stadium deal, ranging from public ownership of the team to 
cigarette, casino, hotel, and alcohol taxes to moving the team to St. Paul to selling the team to 
North Carolinian business owner Don Beaver.24 

Yet for all the failures, Bell was beginning to learn from his mistakes, and the time was 
perfect after a 2004 stadium proposal fell flat. Bipartisan support for the bill was taking shape, 

																																																								
18 Daniel S. Mason, and Ernest A. N. Buist, ‘“Domed’ to Fail? Diverging Stakeholder Interests in  

a Stadium Referendum,” Journal of Urban History, Vol. 39, No. 6 (2013): 1156. 
19 Ibid., 1156. 
20 Mason, Buist, ‘“Domed’ to Fail? Diverging Stakeholder Interests in a Stadium Referendum,” 1156; 

deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private Profit, 252. 
21 Michael T. Friedman, Daniel S. Mason, “A Stakeholder Approach to Understanding  

Economic Development Decision Making: Public Subsidies for Professional Sport  
Facilities,” Economic Development Quarterly, Vol. 18, No. 3 (2004): 248-251; 21 Mason, Buist, ‘“Domed’ to Fail? 
Diverging Stakeholder Interests in a Stadium Referendum,” 1156-1158. 

22 Mason, Buist, ‘“Domed’ to Fail? Diverging Stakeholder Interests in a Stadium Referendum,” 1156-1158. 
23 deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private 

Profit,168-173; Steve Berg, Target Field: The New Home of the Minnesota Twins, 49; “Twins to Test the 
Marketplace,” The New York Times, June 13, 1997. http://www.nytimes.com/1997/06/13/sports/twins-plan-to-test-
the-marketplace.html (accessed April 10, 2015) 

24 Steve Berg, Target Field: The New Home of the Minnesota Twins, 49-71. 
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meaning neither party would get hampered at the polls in 2006 for supporting a stadium.25 
Consider also that the Expos’ moving to Washington D.C. in 2004 increased the threat of 
relocation, the Twins found a specific ballpark site for the first time, the financing plan was 
simple, the club asked for no state, and all told, the deal was, as former Senate majority whip 
Linda Higgins said, “the most palatable” the legislature had seen.26 

In late 2004 through early 2005, Hennepin County commissioner Mike Opat pulled a 
one-up from Carlson’s antics. He secretly, and successfully, met with Twins officials to land a 
$522 million deal, split 25% by the team and 75% by the public.27 Tactfully, he announced the 
deal to the public only two weeks before Hennepin County voted on it, giving opposition groups 
little time to gather.28 The Board passed the bill 4-3, on gender lines, and with unconfirmed 
suspicion that Commissioner Mark Stenglein’s past with land developer Bruce Lambrecht may 
have affected his decision. Either way, the bill was onto the state legislature.29 

Due to last minute state budget issues, legislators never voted on H.F. 2480 in 2005, yet 
the bill maintained its momentum due to two events. First, in October Jerry Bell met with all four 
caucus leaders to secure votes for the upcoming session.30 Then in February 2006, Hennepin 
County District Judge Charles Porter decided the Twins were free to leave the Metrodome after 
that year’s season, increasing pressure on legislators to hash out a new stadium deal.31 According 
to blogging librarian Shane Nackerud, who correctly predicted almost every House vote on the 
bill, the stadium deal was all but sealed heading into committee sessions.32 It would run into a 
bump on the Senate Tax Committee, but after getting moved to the Senate Rules Committee, it 
cleared the House 71-61 on May 20 and the Senate 34-32 on May 21. Governor Tim Pawlenty 
signed the deal into place on May 26, 2006, closing the book on a decade’s old ballgame the 
Twins were glad to have won.33 

 
Evidence 
Section IV 

 
Role of outside influence 

																																																								
25 Hausman, Alice. Interview by author. April 3, 2015. Pogemiller, Larry. Interview by author. April 7, 

2015. Khoo, Michael, “Committee gives life to Twins stadium deal at Minnesota Capitol.” Minnesota Public Radio, 
May 11, 2005, http://news.minnesota.publicradio.org/features/2005/05/10_khoom_stadium/ (accessed April 8, 2015) 

26 Higgins, Linda. Interview by author. April 8, 2015; Steve Berg, Target Field: The New Home of the 
Minnesota Twins, 64-71. 

27 Steve Berg, Target Field: The New Home of the Minnesota Twins, 65-66; Minnesota Senate. Office 
Senate Counsel, Research, and Fiscal Analysis. (2006). A Fiscal Review of the 2006 Legislative Session. 
http://www.senate.leg.state.mn.us/departments/scr/freview/2006/fiscal_review.pdf (accessed April 10, 2015) 

28 Khoo, Michael, “Committee gives life to Twins stadium deal at Minnesota Capitol,” Minnesota Public 
Radio, May 11, 2005. http://news.minnesota.publicradio.org/features/2005/05/10_khoom_stadium/ (accessed April 
8, 2015) 

29 Robson, Britt, “Heavy Hitter: The governor and the developer: A love story,” City Pages, September 14, 
2005. http://www.citypages.com/2005-09-14/news/heavy-hitter/full/ (accessed April 10, 2015) 

30 Bell, Jerry. Interview by author. March 30, 2015; Steve Berg, Target Field: The New Home of the 
Minnesota Twins, 67. 

31 Sheck, Tom, “Judge rules Twins can leave Metrodome after this season,” Minnesota Public Radio, 
February 6, 2006. http://news.minnesota.publicradio.org/features/2006/02/06_scheckt_domelease/ (accessed April 
10, 2015) 

32 Nackerud, Shane. Interview by author. April 6, 2015. 
33 Lupica, Matt, The Baseball Stadium Insider: A Comprehensive Dissection of All Thirty Ballparks, the 

Legendary Players, and the Memorable Moments (Bloomington, IN: iUniverse, 2012) 164. 
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 If one speaks just to the politicians involved, he or she will get a split response as to 
whether lobbyists played a significant role in the bill’s passing. In responding to that question, 
only three of nine interviewees who voted against the stadium bill said outside forces–lobbyists, 
the media, and campaign contributions–had significant influence over the bill’s outcome.34, 35 
However, all seven stadium opponents who were interviewed answered otherwise, and in fact, it 
does appear the former group had something to hide.36 Over twelve years, the Pohlads and the 
Twins spent $15 million on lobbying efforts, in conjunction with support from businesses, union 
allies, and the media.37 Reaping economic benefits from a new stadium became ever more 
worthy of lobbying for as the dot-com bubble and state budget cuts took their toll. At the same 
time, businesses against the deal kept their mouths shut and citizen opposition groups began to 
cool down.38 Thus, not only was the lobbying strong, but also, House opposition lobbyist Tom 
Goldstein says, it was “one-sided.”39 
 Outside influence took on two other forms besides lobbying. From a public appearance 
perspective, the media made a strong push for a new ballpark. Most media companies, situated 
downtown, and especially the Star Tribune, because of an existing real estate deal with the 
Twins, had an economic stake in a new ballpark. The Star Tribune, the state’s largest newspaper, 
had even given out money to the Twins’ lobbying arm.40 As a result, members of the media both 
supported and kept alive through constant coverage the topic of a new stadium.41 Sid Hartman 
																																																								

34 Anderson Kelliher, Margaret. Interview by author. April 7, 2015; Bonoff, Terri. Interview by author. 
April 6, 2015; Dorman, Dan. Interview by author. April 3, 2015; Higgins, Linda. Interview by author. April 8, 2015; 
Kelley, Steve. Interview by author. April 2, 2015; Lanning, Morrie. Interview by author. April 6, 2015; Opat, Mike. 
Interview by author. April 1, 2015; Stenglein, Mark. Interview by author. April 6, 2015; Sviggum, Steve. Interview 
by author. April 8, 2015. 

35 Each of the nine’s opinions, with “yes” indicating he or she gave significant credit to outside influence. 
“Significant credit” was determined based on response he/she gave to, “Why did the bill pass through the state 
legislature?” Either citing any kind of outside influence as one of the reasons why or a reference to the strength of 
outside influence during the rest of the interview qualified as a “yes.” Anderson Kelliher- yes. Bonoff- no. Dorman- 
yes. Higgins- no. Kelley- listed as a no, said lobbying was case for governor but would not cite it in influencing his 
or his fellow state legislators’ decisions. Lanning- yes. Opat- no. Stenglein- no. Sviggum- no. 

36 Bakk, Tom. Interview by author. March 28, 2015; Goldstein, Tom. Interview by author. April 8, 2015; 
Hausman, Alice. Interview by author. April 3, 2015; Kahn, Phyllis. Interview by author. April 3, 2015; Krinkie, 
Phil. Interview by author. April 7, 2015; Marty, John. Interview by author. March 31, 2015; Pogemiller, Larry. 
Interview by author. April 3, 2015; Pogemiller, Larry. Interview by author. April 7, 2015. 

37 deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private 
Profit, 228; Anderson Kelliher, Margaret. Interview by author. April 7, 2015; Dorman, Dan. Interview by author. 
April 3, 2015; Kelley, Steve. Interview by author. April 2, 2015; Krinkie, Phil. Interview by author. April 7, 2015; 
Pugmire, Tim, “Twins bill still alive,” Minnesota Public Radio, February 19, 2002. 
http://news.minnesota.publicradio.org/features/200202/19_pugmiret_twinsstadium/ (accessed April 10, 2015); 
Khoo, Michael, “Stadium opponents gird for one more battle,” Minnesota Public Radio, March 23, 2004. 
http://news.minnesota.publicradio.org/features/2004/03/23_khoom_stadium/ (accessed April 10, 2015)  

38 Goldstein, Tom. Interview by author. April 8, 2015; Marty, John. Interview by author. March 31, 2015. 
39 Goldstein, Tom. Interview by author. April 8, 2015. 
40 deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private 

Profit, 111. 
41 deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private 

Profit, 232; Marty, John. Interview by author. March 31, 2015. Demko, Phil, “Dreams of Field The Minnesota: 
Twins are convinced the public will eventually buy them a new $300 million stadium. They have reason to believe,” 
City Pages, August 1, 2001. http://www.citypages.com/2001-08-01/news/dreams-of-field/full/ (accessed April 10, 
2015); Gilyard, Burl, “The Rise and Fall of an Edifice Complex: The Star Tribune's quixotic quest for a new Twins 
stadium,” City Pages, October 20, 1999. http://www.citypages.com/1999-10-20/books/the-rise-and-fall-of-an-
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and Patrick Reuss led the way, and their push prompted Reuss to reflect in 2012, “We in the 
Twin Cities sports media were so amped up over getting a new stadium ... that not much time 
was spent looking at the financial realities.”42 
 On the third, and most implicit front, Carl Pohlad used money to develop tight ties with 
politicians. From 2002-2006, only the latter part of the stadium push, the Twins delivered 
$278,135 in campaign contributions on 176 donations, according to Professor David Schultz of 
Hamline University.43, 44 The full donation records do not go back further, but as proof the family 
made similar contributions all along, in 1997, according to Jay Weiner, the Pohlads split fairly 
evenly a total of $43,200 to the Democratic-Famer-Labor and Republican parties. In fact, the 
Twins owner did not just donate to those who already supported a new ballpark. He ensured as 
frequently as he could that the person holding a certain office would look favorably upon a new 
stadium, no matter who was elected.45 
 Evidence suggests that Governor Tim Pawlenty’s bill support may have been due to 
outside influence. Pawlenty voted against publicly financed stadiums as a state congressman, and 
in 2002 he ran on the promise of neither increasing taxes nor using state money for a new 
ballpark. However, in 2004 he put forward a stadium proposal that would essentially give the 
Twins a state subsidy, and two years later he agreed to raise taxes, albeit with county money but 
still against one of his former tenets.46 According to bill author Steve Kelley, “If the business 
community more broadly had not supported this then I don’t know that the governor would have 
been on board…the owners of the team and other business supporters persuaded Governor 
Pawlenty to be a supporter.”47 2006 was a gubernatorial election year, and he had presidential 
aspirations for the long haul, making him particularly susceptible to caving to union pressure.48 
Members of the media also questioned his relationship with landowner Bruce Lambrecht, whose 
company eventually won $29 million in selling the state land for Target Field.49 Finally, 
Governor Pawlenty chose two deeply connected members of the business community to 
commission the Minnesota Ballpark Authority. 50 Thus, some evidence backs up former 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
edifice-complex/full/ (accessed April 10, 2015); Hawkins, Beth, “Home Field Advantage: Why the Star Tribune is 
cheerleading for a taxpayer-financed ballpark,” City Pages, April 2, 1999. http://www.citypages.com/1997-04-
02/news/home-field-advantage/full/ (accessed April 10, 2015) 

42 Marty, John, “Stadium postmortem: How a wealthy NFL owner got millions from taxpayers,” MinnPost, 
June 6, 2012.  https://www.minnpost.com/community-voices/2012/06/stadium-postmortem-how-wealthy-nfl-owner-
got-millions-taxpayers (accessed April 10, 2015) 

43 Schultz, David, “Minnesota Twins and Their Lobbyists,” May 8, 2006, http://forums.e-
democracy.org/groups/mpls/messages/topic/H6BDzHx73A2WgepryfhyT (accessed April 8, 2015) 

44 Though he posted the report on a blog, I made direct contact with Mr. Schultz to confirm the report 
45 Weiner, Jay, Stadium Games: Fifty Years of Big League Greed and Bush League Boondoggles, 

(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2000) 258. 
46 Khoo, Michael, “Pawlenty stadiums plan would have teams pay one-third the cost,” Minnesota Public 

Radio, March 15, 2004. http://news.minnesota.publicradio.org/features/2004/03/15_khoom_stadiumplan/ (accessed 
April 8, 2015) 

47 Kelley, Steve. Interview by author. April 2, 2015. 
48 Kelley, Steve. Interview by author. April 2, 2015. 
49 Steve Berg, Target Field: The New Home of the Minnesota Twins, 68; Robson, Britt, “Heavy Hitter: The 

governor and the developer: A love story,” City Pages, September 14, 2005. http://www.citypages.com/2005-09-
14/news/heavy-hitter/full/ (accessed April 10, 2015) 

50 Kelley, Steve. Interview by author. April 6, 2015; Office of Governor Tim Pawlenty, Governor Pawlenty 
Appoints Two to Ballpark Authority Commission, June 23, 2006. 
http://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2010/other/101582/www.governor.state.mn.us/mediacenter/pressreleases/appointm
ents/2006/july/PROD007673.html (accessed April 12, 2015)  
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representative Morrie Lanning’s claim that “[the business community was very supportive” to 
the governor regarding stadium subsidies.51 

In the House and Senate, many believe political campaign contributions may have also 
played a role. Former House member Dan Dorman says going to the unions “picked up 20 
votes,” former House Taxes chair Phil Krinkie that “most legislators have a price,” former 
Minneapolis Federal Reserve Vice President Arthur Rolnick that “you can bet [businesses are] 
are to support a [stadium backer’s] campaign,” and Tom Goldstein that “Big money is behind all 
of this…[Legislators] all gave lip service to the Twins.”52 Regardless of how influential 
contributions were, though, there is a consensus that politicians were just worn out by the issue. 
The stadium wars should have died by 2006 considering the countless failed attempts. 
Nevertheless, because the Twins kept the engine roaring, the team lived another day to make the 
necessary adjustments.53 Krinkie added, lobbying “wasn’t a title wave, wasn’t one thing… [it 
was a] constant barrage every session.” According to Goldstein, one legislator told him he had 
caved because he just wanted to move on to more important matters.54 Thus, is hard to conclude 
that outside influence affected specific people’s decisions. However, evidence points to 
lobbyists, media, and campaign contributions affecting a good portion of a great many number of 
legislators. 

  
Formal Political Structure 
 
 Two absences from Minnesota’s political structure–notable corruption and many cities 
capable of financing a ballpark–hurt the Twins’ twelve-year quest. 55 Adding to the woes, the 
state required a referendum on any stadium bill, casting ballpark backers who found a loophole 
in the clause as undemocratic. Still, the two most important parts of the formal political structure 
both played into supporters’ hands. Not only did state politicians have control over a local 
matter, but also, the road to getting to the state capitol ran through only four Hennepin “yes” 
votes. Given the Twins’ political push and that –and do something about–it seemed destined that 
state legislators might be voting on a bill that did not necessarily please the majority of 
Minneapolis residents. Popular or unpopular, four votes carried all the necessary weight. 56	
																																																								

51 Lanning, Morrie. Interview by author. April 6, 2015. 
52 Dorman, Dan. Interview by author. April 3, 2015; Krinkie, Phil. Interview by author. April 7, 2015. 

Goldstein, Tom. Interview by author. April 8, 2015; deMause, Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium 
Swindle Turns Public Money into Private Profit, 116. 

53 Sheck, Tom, and Brandt Williams, “Twins’ stadium opponents were tired of the fight; supporters 
weren’t,” Minnesota Public Radio, May 22, 2006.  http://www.mprnews.org/story/2006/05/22/stadium (accessed 
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The formal political structure hypothesis pieces together a voting pattern that appears to 
explain the outcome of H.F. 2480. Combining votes from both houses, Hennepin County 
legislators voted 14-30 for a Hennepin County-only stadium tax, while, logically, the rest of the 
state’s officials voted 91-60 for what was deemed “a freebie,” a free pass,” and a “free lunch.”57 
According to Dorman, speaking on behalf of multiple people interviewed, without a “statewide 
tax versus a localized tax… I would not have been able to support [the bill.]”58 The state-rural 
voting split, however, is not a cause of the bill’s success on its own, but rather, a function of 
lobbying and a more important context. 

When pollsters in 2006 compared what Minnesotans from Hennepin county and from the 
rest of the state thought about a new, publicly financed stadium, the results were strikingly 
similar. Both Minnesotans as a whole, at 38% in favor, and Minnesotans from outside Hennepin 
county, at 40% in favor, said no to the proposed Twins deal. 59 Though it would be misconstrued, 
urban and rural Minnesotans did not want to see a Hennepin county stadium tax. Especially 
considering 2006 was an election year, one assumes state representatives were aware of these 
numbers. Thus, two explanations exist on the matter. Seven of 14 legislators interviewed made 
the same exact point, that in a representative democracy, it is up to officials sometimes to make 
the hard choices, to “show some leadership.”60 There is validity to this point, but if it explained 
politicians’ stances, there should not have been such a discrepancy in so-called “bold choices” by 
representatives from both rural officials and those form Hennepin county. 

The other explanation, Goldstein says, is that “there’s a lot of people who just know how 
to get elected…they don’t do due diligence. They’re happy to let lobbyists paint the picture for 
them. They’re not willing to actually be independent.”61 According to leading opposition Senator 
John Marty, lobbyists influenced politicians’ interpretation of the data, telling them that what the 
state polls said did not match what their constituents thought.62 Even if the first of these 
interpretations were true, though, the county-only tax alone still would likely not have been 
decisive. In 2012, a sign that statewide funding for a stadium was indeed possible in Minnesota, 
many of the same senators and representatives from 2006 backed a state tax to help fund the new 
Vikings stadium. The governor was on board, the deal was contentious, and the Vikings found a 
winning formula. Whatever that formula was, it is clear it carried enough weight to offset any 
restrictive aspects of the formal political structure.63 
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Execution by Political Proponents 
 
 Stadium supporters undoubtedly did their basic due diligence during the fight. Caucus 
leaders pushed over the years for a bill, they hammered out details and a strategy in a crucial 
meeting with Jerry Bell in October 2005, and they came through at the end, winning the last 
votes in May 2006 through “arm twisting” and “[trading] favors.”64 However, assertions that 
caucus and author leadership carried the day are not well grounded. On the one hand, Steve 
Kelley credited political leadership–including himself–as the key to winning bipartisan support.65 
Tom Bakk added that the timing, with a vocal supporter in Senate Majority Leader Dean 
Johnson, “put wind behind the bill…the stars just lined up.”66 On the other hand, caucus 
leadership had always backed stadium proposals, with only one caucus leader during one stretch 
ever opposing a new ballpark.67 Furthermore, according to Goldstein, “The people that got in 
leadership roles, they were successful at knowing how to pit people against each…I just wasn’t 
that impressed with the leadership quality.” Bipartisan support for the bill likely formed because 
the budget crisis had just passed and because 2006’s elections required both sides to work 
together, not because of a jolt in caucus support for stadium proposals.68 
 The clearest example of strong political leadership making a difference came from 
Hennepin County Board Commissioner Mike Opat. By 2004, Opat had, like the Twins, learned 
from past legislative blunders, and that year he secured a 4-3 Hennepin County vote for a 
stadium plan, setting a precedent for 2005. He then stepped up to meet with Twins executives for 
several months in crafting a workable deal. 69 Opat had found a specific stadium site for the first 
time to date, a 3 cent sales tax on every 20 dollars would represent the public’s contribution, the 
city would be on the hook for no cost overruns, and libraries and youth sports would receive 
assistance despite state budget cuts. The Board Commissioner finished his part on May 3, 2005, 
with a 4-3 Hennepin County vote in support of the stadium plans.70 
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Conclusion 
Section V 

 
 The evidence indicates that all three hypotheses were important in explaining the passage 
of H.F. 2480 in 2006. However, though the governor’s wavering stance on the topic is perhaps 
the only specific, far-reaching example of lobbying influence, it is clear hearing from the 
opposition that stadium supporters left something out of the story. Outside influence took on two 
roles. It not only explains why legislators voted for the bill, but it also explains why they even 
were able to consider such a bill, after countless stadium proposals had been shot down over the 
previous nine years.  

Certainly, lobbying helps one make sense of why a county-only tax appealed to rural 
legislators despite not polling well. On the scene, Marty explained back then that lobbyists 
helped twists the facts so as to give legislators an excuse to vote for a new stadium. Also, though 
the deals were different, the Vikings’ new stadium deal featured a state tax, unlike the Twins bill, 
yet it was passed anyways. State legislators are more likely to vote for someone else’s tax–both 
because of common sense and lobbying–but with enough time and outside push, there are ways 
to work around Minnesota’s formal political structure. 

Party leadership and Mike Opat’s negotiating also contributed to the success of the 
eventual bill. However, every newly appointed caucus leader in the House and Senate since the 
stadium debate began took a pro-stadium stance, making one wonder, if legislative leadership 
was so significant, why the bill had not passed earlier. Opat deserves more credit for arranging a 
simple financial plan and specific stadium site. Still, the Twins–not Opat–took the lead in 
learning from their mistakes, and in any event, legislators voted for the deal because of strong 
outside forces, above all else. The Hennepin County Commissioner did more to keep the votes in 
check for supporting an agreeable deal than to spark legislators in initially backing it. 

In turning to the broader American stadium bonanza, this case study points to the 
multiple, emotional reasons that exist for supporting a new park. It also points to the idea that 
even a non-corrupt system whose people are against a stadium has a tough chance of beating a 
one-sided lobbying push. Getting any deal to gain the support of a legislature becomes 
increasingly easy the longer one pushes. The construction of the Twins’ stadium indicates that 
we need to change our thinking about these ballpark deals, especially right now, as numerous 
legislators say an unfolding proposal for a new Minnesota United soccer-specific stadium plan 
will gain little state support.71 When it appears these deals are dead, someone is always on the 
other side, mustering up support behind closed doors. A stadium push cannot be underestimated. 

Future research can investigate the role on-field performance has on legislative success. 
HF 2480’s vote came up after the Twins made three playoff appearances in four years and after 
their fifth straight winning season. There is reason to think more voters, and thus policymakers, 
would support a stadium when a team is excelling. One can also investigate how likely 
supporting new stadiums or voting against them affects reelection opportunities. Publicly 
financed ballparks are not the top issue on legislators’ agendas, but there is reason to wonder 
whether officials should be paying more or less attention to the topic than they currently do. 
Finally, this paper explored the policy process behind just one of America’s countless new 
stadiums. A similar approach can be explored for these other stadiums in order to generalize why 
legislators throughout the United States publicly finance new ballparks.  
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